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Abstract—We present a case study of the use of Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) Graphs, a recently introduced declarative business process model, in the design of a cross-organizational case management system being developed by Exformatics A/S, a Danish provider of knowledge and workflow management systems. We show how DCR Graphs allow to capture directly both the behavioral constraints identified during meetings with the customer and the operational execution as markings of the graph. In comparison, imperative models such as BPMN, Petri Net, UML Sequence or Activity diagrams are only good at describing the operational way to fulfill the constraints, leaving the constraints implicit. In particular, we point out that the BPMN ad-hoc sub process activity, intended to support more loosely structured goal driven ad-hoc processes, is inconsistently described in the final version of the BPMN 2.0 standard. The case study motivated an extension of the DCR Graphs model to nested graphs and the development of graphical design and simulation tools to increase the understanding of the models. The study also revealed a number of challenges for future research in techniques for model-driven design of cross-organizational process-aware information systems combining declarative and imperative models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of a Case Management System as used in for instance Human Resource (HR) departments, hospitals, financial, and governmental institutions, is to guide case workers to perform the right tasks and to record the history of the case.

Since the initial work on office automation and workflow systems [9], [10], [32] it has been advocated to base the implementation of such systems, subsequently referred to as process-aware information systems [8], on explicit process descriptions described in some high-level process notation such as Petri Net or UML activity diagrams. The key motivations for using explicit process models are to allow the system to be more easily adapted to different work processes and to make the rules governing the system more visible to the users.
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The rise of web service standards such as SOAP, WSDL and WS-BPEL has given new momentum to process-aware information systems. SOAP and WSDL standardize how to access external IT systems as web services in a service oriented architecture and WS-BPEL provides a standard high-level programming language for combining individual service calls into process flows, also referred to as a process orchestration. Following WS-BPEL, the BPEL4People [1] and WS-HumanTask [20] specifications were the first attempt to standardize the inclusion of human tasks into BPEL to encompass workfolds. Moreover, W3C started in 2004 developing the Web Services Choreography Description Language (WSDL) [29] which can be used to provide a global view of the intended interactions between different actors of a system, similar to the view of interactions provided by UML sequence diagrams. Within the last 5 years focus has moved from WS-BPEL and BPEL4People to the development of Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [19] which standardizes the graphical notation used for business processes, encompassing both human and automated tasks, and including both notations for orchestrations and choreographies.

However, as pointed out in e.g. [10], [27], the imperative process notations with explicit control and message flows underlying all of the above models describe the operationalization of business process goals and constraints, and not the goals and constraints themselves. Consequently, the notations are best suited for well-defined, rigid and repeatable workflows following a predefined sequence of service invocations and human tasks and one need to use ad hoc annotations to record the constraints and goals of the process. Moreover, it has proven to be non-trivial to support changes of the processes on-the-fly [26]. This does not match well the typical more ad-hoc nature of case work where it is often needed to redo and skip tasks and possibly adapt the set of tasks and their mutual constraints dynamically [25].

An alternative approach studied by several research groups is the use of declarative process models [3], [6], [22], [23], [27], [28], which describes the temporal constraints on process flows, not how to fulfill them. As part of the PhD project of the second author within the Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare Services (TrustCare) research project [11] we have developed a declarative process model called Dynamic Condition Re-
response Graphs (DCR Graphs) [12]–[14], [17]. The model is both a generalization of the Process Matrix model [16], [18] developed by Resultmaker, a Danish provider of workflow and case-management systems and the classical event structure model for concurrency [30], [31]. DCR Graphs relate to DECLARE [28], which is a graphical notation that allows any temporal constraint pattern to be expressed as Linear-time Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas. However, instead of allowing the expressibility of any constraint expressible in LTL, DCR Graphs only has a fixed handful of constraints which can be expressed without reference to LTL. Still, it maintains the full expressive power of LTL (described in a follow-up paper). Moreover, it is possible to give an operational semantics expressed directly as transitions between a novel type of markings of the tasks. In this way DCR Graphs combine the declarative view (constraints between tasks) with the imperative view (markings of tasks) allowing to trace the constraints even at run-time.

In the present paper we first briefly review the definition of DCR Graphs in Sec. II and then in Sec. III describe a case study of applying DCR graphs in the design phase of the development of a cross-organizational case management system. In Sec. IV we briefly describe the current status of the development of a cross-organizational case-management systems and the classical event structure model for concurrency [30], [31]. DCR Graphs relate to DECLARE [28], which is a graphical notation that allows any temporal constraint pattern to be expressed as Linear-time Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas. However, instead of allowing the expressibility of any constraint expressible in LTL, DCR Graphs only has a fixed handful of constraints which can be expressed without reference to LTL. Still, it maintains the full expressive power of LTL (described in a follow-up paper). Moreover, it is possible to give an operational semantics expressed directly as transitions between a novel type of markings of the tasks. In this way DCR Graphs combine the declarative view (constraints between tasks) with the imperative view (markings of tasks) allowing to trace the constraints even at run-time.

In the present paper we first briefly review the definition of DCR Graphs in Sec. II and then in Sec. III describe a case study of applying DCR graphs in the design phase of the development of a cross-organizational case management system. In Sec. IV we briefly describe the current status of the development of tools for supporting design, simulation and verification of DCR Graphs. Finally, in Sec. VI we outline challenges identified in the case study and the proposal for the continued development of the DCR Graph model, technologies and tools to make them applicable to component and model-based design of distributed process-aware information systems.

II. DYNAMIC CONDITION RESPONSE GRAPHS

A Dynamic Condition Response Graph as introduced in [13] and extended in [14] consists of a set of events, a marking defining the execution state, and five binary relations between the events defining the conditions for the execution of events, the required responses and a novel notion of dynamic inclusion and exclusion of events. Hereby comes a set of actions, a labeling function assigning an action to each event, a set of roles, a set of principals and a relation assigning roles to actions and principals.

Definition: For a set A we write \( P(A) \) for the power set of A. For a binary relation \( \rightarrow \subseteq A \times A \) and a subset \( \xi \subseteq A \) of A we write \( \xi \rightarrow \) and \( \xi \rightarrow \) for the set \( \{ a \in A \mid (\exists a' \in \xi \mid a \rightarrow a') \} \) and the set \( \{ a \in A \mid (\exists a' \in \xi \mid a' \rightarrow a) \} \) respectively.

Formally, we define a DCR Graph as follows.

Definition 1: A Dynamic Condition Response Graph is a tuple \((E,M,\rightarrow,\bullet,\rightarrow\emptyset,\pm,\l,\r,P,\text{as})\), where

(i) \( E \) is the set of events (ii) \( M \in \mathcal{M}(G) \) is the marking, and \( \mathcal{M}(G) -\mathcal{M}(E) \times \mathcal{P}(E) \times \mathcal{P}(E) \)

(iii) \( \rightarrow \subseteq E \times E \) is the condition relation

(iv) \( \bullet \subseteq E \times E \) is the response relation

(v) \( \rightarrow \emptyset \subseteq E \times E \) is the milestone relation

(vi) \( \pm : E \times E \rightarrow \{+,\%\} \) is a partial function defining the dynamic inclusion and exclusion relations by \( e \rightarrow \pm e' \) if \( \pm(e,e') = + \) and \( e \rightarrow \% e' \) if \( \pm(e,e') = \% \)

(vii) \( \l : E \rightarrow \text{Act} \) is the set of actions

(viii) \( \r \) is a set of roles,

(ix) \( P \) is a set of principals (e.g. actors, persons, processors, services) and

(x) \( \text{as} \) as \( \subseteq (P \cup \text{Act}) \times \r \) is the role assignment relation to principals and actions.

An event labelled with an action, e.g. Create Case, thus represents an execution of a (human or automated) task/activity/action Create Case in the workflow process. There may be several events with the same label, but in all our examples a label is assigned to a unique event, and thus we simply assume the set of events to be identical to the set of actions.

By default an event may be executed at any time and any number of times. However, the marking (defining the run-time state of the graph) and the five relations defined in (iii)-(vi) constrain the execution. The marking \( M = (Ex,Re,In) \in \mathcal{M}(G) \) consists of three sets of events, capturing respectively which events have previously been executed \( (Ex) \), which events are pending responses required to be executed \( (Re) \), and finally which events are currently included \( (In) \). Only events \( e \in In \), i.e. that are currently included, can be executed, and only if all currently included condition events \( e' \) as specified by the condition relation \( e' \rightarrow \bullet e \), have been executed and no currently included events \( e' \) which are milestones for \( e \), as specified by the milestone relation \( e' \rightarrow \emptyset e \), are pending responses.

When an event \( e \) is executed, it is added to the set of executed events \( (Ex) \) of the marking and all response events \( e' \), as specified by the response relation \( e \bullet e' \), are added to the set of pending responses \( Re \). Moreover, the set of included events is updated by adding (removing) all events \( e' \) included (excluded) by \( e \) as specified by the inclusion (exclusion) relation \( e \rightarrow + e' (e \rightarrow - e') \).

The execution semantics of DCR Graphs is defined [12], [14] as a labelled transition system between markings as follows.

Definition 2: For a DCR Graph \( G = (E,M,\rightarrow,\bullet,\rightarrow\emptyset,\pm,\l,\r,P,\text{as}) \), we define the corresponding labelled transition systems \( T(G) \) to be the tuple \( (\mathcal{M}(G),M,\rightarrow \subseteq \mathcal{M}(G) \times \mathcal{L}(G) \times \mathcal{M}(G)) \) where \( \mathcal{L}(G) = \mathcal{L}(E) \times (\mathcal{P}(\text{Act}) \times \r) \) is the set of transition labels, \( M = (Ex,Re,In) \in \mathcal{M}(G) \) is the initial marking, \( \rightarrow \subseteq \mathcal{M}(G) \times \mathcal{L}(G) \times \mathcal{M}(G) \) is the transition relation given by \( M' \xrightarrow{(e,(p,a,r))} M'' \) where

(i) \( M' = (Ex',Re',In') \) is the marking before transition

(ii) \( M'' = (Ex'' \cup \{e\},Re'',In'') \) is the marking after transition

(iii) \( e \in In' \), \( \l(e) = a, p \in asr \), and \( a \in asr \).

(iv) \( (\rightarrow \bullet e \cap In'') \subseteq Ex' \).

(v) \( (\rightarrow \emptyset e \cap In'') \cap Re' = \emptyset \).
An event the sets of included events and pending responses respectively. This flattening of a nested DCR Graph as formalized in [12], [17].

We define a run \( (e_0, (p_0, a_0, r_0)), (e_1, (p_1, a_1, r_1)), \ldots \) of the transition system to be a sequence of labels of a sequence of transitions \( M_1 \rightarrow M_2 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow M_i \), starting from the initial marking. We define a run to be accepting if \( \forall i \geq 0, e \in Re_i \exists j \geq i, (e = e_j \vee e \notin In_j) \). In words, a run is accepting if no response event is pending forever, i.e. it must either happen at some later state or become excluded.

Condition (iii) in the above definition expresses that, only events \( e \) that are currently included, can be executed, and to give the label \( (p, a, r) \) the label of the event must be \( a \), \( p \) must be assigned to the role \( r \), which must be assigned to \( a \). Condition (iv) requires that all condition events to \( e \) which are currently included should have been executed previously. Condition (v) states that the currently included events which are milestones to event \( e \) must not be in the set of pending responses \( Re_i \). Condition (vi) and (vii) are the updates to the sets of included events and pending responses respectively. Note that an event \( e' \) can not be both included and excluded by the same event \( e \), but an event may trigger itself as a response.

In this paper we only consider finite runs. In this case, the acceptance condition degenerates to requiring that no pending response is included at the end of the run. This corresponds to defining all states where \( Re \cap In = \emptyset \) to be accepting states and define the accepting runs to be those ending in an accepting state. Infinite runs are also of interest especially in the context of reactive systems and the LTL logic. The execution semantics and acceptance condition for infinite runs are captured by mapping to a Büchi-automaton with \( \tau \)-event as formalized in [12], [17].

During the case study (Sec. III), we realized the need to extend our model with nested sub-graphs to allow for modeling of hierarchical sub structures. To address this need, so-called Nested DCR Graphs were introduced in [14]. It can be defined as an incremental extension to DCR Graph given in Def. 1 above as follows.

**Definition 3:** A Nested dynamic condition response graph is a tuple \((E, \triangleright, M, \rightarrow\bullet, \rightarrow\circ, \rightarrow\diamond, \pm, \text{Act}, l, R, P, as)\), where \( \triangleright : E \rightarrow E \) is a partial function mapping an event to its super-event (if defined) and \((E, M, \rightarrow\bullet, \rightarrow\circ, \rightarrow\diamond, \pm, \text{Act}, l, R, P, as)\) is a DCR Graph, subject to the condition that the marking \( M = (Ex, Re, In) \subseteq \text{atoms}(E) \times \text{atoms}(E) \times \text{atoms}(E) \) where \( \text{atoms}(E) = \{e \mid \forall e' \in E, \triangleright (e') \neq e\} \) is the set of atomic events.

A nested DCR Graph can be mapped to a flat DCR Graph by extending all relations to the sub events and by preserving only the atomic events. This flattening of a nested DCR Graph into a DCR Graph is defined formally in [14]. In particular, the semantics of a Nested DCR Graph is given as the labelled transition semantics for its corresponding flattened DCR Graph.

### III. CASE STUDY: A CROSS-ORGANIZATIONAL CASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

In this section we demonstrate how we have applied DCR Graphs in practice within a project that our industrial partner Exformatics carried out for one of their customers. In the process, we acted as consultants, applying DCR Graphs in meetings with Exformatics and the customer to capture the requirements in a declarative way, accompanying the usual UML sequence diagrams and prototype mock-ups. Sequence diagrams typically only describe examples of runs, and even if they are extended with loops and conditional flows they do not capture the constraints explicitly.

The customer of the system is **Landsorganisationen i Danmark** (LO), which is the overarching organization for most of the trade unions in Denmark. Their counterpart is **Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening** (DA), which is an overarching organization for most of the Danish employers organizations.

At the top level, the workflow to be supported is that a case worker at the trade union must be able to create a case, e.g. triggered by a complaint by a member of the trade union against her employer. This must be followed up by a meeting arranged by LO and subsequently held between case workers at the trade union, LO and DA. After being created, the case can at any time be managed, e.g. adding or retrieving documents, by case workers at any of the organizations.

Fig. 1 shows the graphical representation of a simple DCR Graph capturing these top level requirements of our case study.

![Figure 1. Top level requirements as a DCR Graph](image-url)

Four top-level events were identified, shown as boxes in the graph labelled Create case, Manage case, Arrange meeting and Hold meeting. For the top-level events we identified the following requirements:

1. A case is created by a union case worker, and only once.
2. The case can be managed at the union, LO and DA after it has been created.
3. After a case is created, LO can and must arrange a meeting between the union case worker, the LO case worker and the DA case worker.
4. After a meeting is arranged it must be held (organized by LO).

The requirements translate to the following DCR Graph role assignments (shown as "ears" on the event boxes) and relations shown as different types of arrows between the events in Fig. 1:
1) **Create case** has assigned role U and excludes itself.
2) **Create case** is a condition for **Manage case**, which has assigned role U, LO and DA.
3) **Create case** has **Arrange meeting** as response, which has assigned role LO.
4) **Arrange meeting** has **Create case** as a condition and **Hold meeting** as response, which has assigned role LO.

For example, the U on **Create case** indicates that only a case worker at the trade union (U) can create a case, and the U, LO, DA on **Manage case** indicate that both the trade union, LO and DA can manage the case.

The arrow **Create case**→**Manage case** denotes that **Manage case** has **Create case** as a (pre) condition. This simply means that **Create case** must have happened before **Manage case** can happen. Dually, **Arrange meeting** has **Hold meeting** as response, denoted by the arrow **Arrange meeting**→**Hold meeting**. This means that **Hold meeting** must eventually happen after **Arrange meeting** happens. Finally, the arrow **Create case**→%**Create case** denotes that the event **Create case** excludes itself.

In the subsequent meetings, we came to the following additional requirements:

1) a) To create a case, the case worker should enter metadata on the case, inform about when he/she is available for participating in a meeting and then submit the case.
   b) When a case is submitted it may get a local id at the union, but it should also subsequently be assigned a case id in LO.
   c) When a case is submitted, LO should eventually propose dates.
2) a) Only after LO has assigned its case id it is possible to manage the case and for LO to propose dates.
   b) **Manage case** consists of three possible activities (in any order): editing case meta data, upload documents and download documents. All activities can be performed by LO and DA. Upload and download documents can also be performed by the Union.
3) a) The meeting should be arranged in agreement between LO and DA: LO should always propose dates first and then DA should accept, but can also propose new dates. If DA proposes new dates LO should accept, but can also again propose new dates. This could in principle go on forever.
   b) The union can always update information about when they are available and edit the metadata of the case.
4) a) No meeting can be held while LO and DA are negotiating on a meeting date. Once a date has been agreed upon a meeting should eventually be held.

These requirements led to the extension of the model allowing nested events as recalled in the previous section and given in full detail in [14].

The requirements could then be described by first adding the following additional events to the graph: A new super event **Edit (E)** which has the sub events: **Metadata (E-M) and Dates available (E-D)** and is itself a sub event to **Create case (CC)**.

The **Create case (CC)** event has two sub events: **Submit (SC)** and **Assign case Id (ACI)**. The **Manage case (MC)** event has two sub events: **Edit metadata (EM) and Document (D)**, which in turn has two sub events: **Upload (D-U) and Download (D-D)**. The **Arrange meeting (AM)** event has four sub events: **Propose dates-LO (PLO)**, **Propose dates-DA (PDA)**, **Accept LO (ALO)** and **Accept DA (ADA)**. The **Hold meeting (HM)** event remains an atomic top-level event.

Subsequently, the relations was adapted to the following (Nested) DCR Graph relations, as shown in Fig 2:

![Figure 2. Case Handling Process](image)

1) **Edit** is a condition to **Submit** and is assigned role U.
2) Within the **Create case** superevent:
   a) **Submit** is a condition to **Assign case Id** and also requires it as a response.
   b) **Assign case Id** is a condition for **Manage case** (and therefore also all it’s sub events).
   c) **Assign case Id** is now the condition for **Propose dates-LO** and **Submit** requires it as a condition.
3) Within the **Arrange meeting** superevent:
   a) **Arrange meeting** still has **Hold meeting** as response, but is now also required as a milestone for **Hold meeting**
   b) **Propose dates-LO** is a condition for **Propose dates-DA**
   c) **Propose dates-LO** includes **Accept DA** and requires it as a response
   d) **Propose dates-DA** includes **Accept LO** and requires it as a response
   e) **Accept LO** excludes itself and **Accept DA**
   f) **Accept DA** excludes itself and **Accept LO**
4) Within the **Manage case** superevent:
a) **Edit metadata** has roles LO and DA assigned to it.
b) **Upload** and **Download** have been grouped under a super-event **Document** with roles U, LO and DA assigned to it.
c) **Upload** is a condition for **Download**.

The case handling process described above and shown in figure 2 can be represented formally as follows.

$$G = (E, \triangleright, \rightarrow, +, \rightarrow \diamond, \rightarrow \%, \rightarrow, \rightarrow \% \rightarrow \diamond, \rightarrow, \rightarrow \% \rightarrow \diamond),$$
where

- $E = \{CC, AM, MC, E, D\} \cup \text{atoms}(E)$
- $\triangleright = \{(E-M, E), (E-D, E), (E, CC), (ACI, CC), (ACI, PLO, AM), (PDA, AM), (ALO, AM), (ADA, AM), (ALO, D-D), (D-U, D), (D, MC), (EM, MC)\}$
- $M = ((E-M, E), (E-D, E), (E, CC), (ACI, CC), (ACI, PLO, AM), (PDA, AM), (ALO, AM), (ADA, AM), (ALO, D-D), (D-U, D), (D, MC), (EM, MC))$
- $\rightarrow = \{(E, SC), (SC, ACI), (ACI, MC), (ACI, PLO), (PLO, PDA)\}$
- $\rightarrow \diamond = \{(SC, ACI), (SC, PLO), (PLO, ADA), (PDA, ALO), (AM, HM)\}$
- $\rightarrow \% = \{(AM, HM)\}$
- $\rightarrow \% = \{(SC, SC), (ALO, ALO), (ADA, ADA), (ADA, ALO)\}$
- $I = \{e \in \text{atoms}(E) \mid (e, e)\}$
- $R = \{U, LO, DA\}$
- $P = \{U, LO, DA\}$
- $as = \{SC, U, (E, U), (D, U), (ACI, LO), (EM, LO), (D, LO), (PLO, LO), (ALO, LO), (HM, LO), (EM, DA), (D, DA), (PDA, DA), (ADA, DA), (U, U), (LO, LO), (DA, DA)\}$

During the case study it became clear that it would be useful to have design tools allowing to quickly create and simulate models. In the following section we describe the tools developed so far. In Sec. VI we describe the plans for future development of tools along with the challenges for extending the theory identified in the case study.

### IV. Prototype Tools

To support designing with DCR Graphs, making the model available to a wider audience and allow interested parties to experiment with the notation, we are developing prototype implementations of various tools for DCR Graphs. Development up to this point includes:

1. A process repository; a service which can be used to store and retrieve DCR processes and process instances.
2. An execution host; a service which can be used to execute DCR process instances.
3. A windows-based graphical editor; which can be used to model DCR Graphs and run simple simulations on them.
4. A windows-based desktop client for executing process instances.
5. A platform independent web client; which can also be used to execute process instances. In the future we aim to support the creation of processes through this web interface as well. (Fig. 3)

7. A runtime-monitor that can subscribe to the execution host and verify that the execution of processes adheres to given properties.

Fig. 4 shows how these tools interact: Usually, a process modeller will first create a process in the graphical editor (Fig. 5), which will be stored in the process repository. The process modeller can use the verification tool to check if his process adheres to the properties that he desires. Both safety and liveness properties on models can be verified with the help of SPIN [24] model checker, where as only safety properties on DCR Graphs can be verified using ZING [21] model checker, as ZING does not support liveness properties. A user can login to the web or desktop-client and select the process for execution. The client will request that the process repository start a new instance and the repository will provide the client with the description of the process and runtime information on the process instance. Execution requests are made to the execution server, which handles these requests atomically,
making updates to the instance stored on the repository. If a request is invalid, the execution server will notify the user and leave the process instance in its original state. The runtime monitor can subscribe to the execution server and will get notified of every execution request. It will then check if the execution of the process follows the properties described for it.

Listing 1 shows a brief overview of the XML format of DCR Graphs that is being used in all prototype tools. A single XML format is used to contain information about both the specification and the runtime of a DCR Graph. The resources section of the specification contains information about roles, principals, events and actions, whereas the access controls section contains the mapping of principals and actions to roles. The last part of the specification contains the binary relations between the events. Note that the XML format supports nesting of events and the binary relations in between them and that flattening of nested events and their relations will be done at the beginning of executing a DCR Graph.

The second part of the XML format for a DCR Graph holds the runtime information, which primarily contains the execution trace and information about the current state. The execution trace records the actual sequence of events executed and the current state holds the information about the current marking which contains sets of included, executed and pending response events. In addition to the marking, the current state also holds additional information such as index of state copy, state accepted to support the acceptance condition for infinite computations that were characterized by mapping to Büchi-automata in [12], [17].

The specification section of the XML document for the Case Handling Process shown in the figure 2 is given in listing 2.

Listing 1. Overview of DCR Graph Xml

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
  <dcrg:specification processId="" modelName="" />
</dcrg:process>
```

Listing 2. DCRG specification in Xml

```xml
<dcrg:specification>
  <dcrg:resources>
    <dcrg:roles>...
    <dcrg:principal>...
    <dcrg:events>...
    <dcrg:actions>...
    <dcrg:accessControls>
      <dcrg:rolePrincipalAssignments>...
      <dcrg:actionRoleAssignments>...
    </dcrg:accessControls>
    <dcrg:constraintSets>
      <dcrg:constraintSet type="condition">...
    </dcrg:constraintSets>
  </dcrg:specification>
  <dcrg:runtime processInstanceId=""/>
  <dcrg:executionTrace />
  <dcrg:currentState stateId=""/>
  <dcrg:eventsIncluded>...
  <dcrg:eventsExecuted>...
  <dcrg:eventsPendingResponses>...
  <dcrg:eventsEnabled>...
</dcrg:process>
```

Figure 4. Prototype Architecture
All the prototype tools support the basic DCR Graph notation containing condition, response, include and exclude relations. We are currently working on extending the prototype to support milestone relations and nested events. In Fig. 6, 7, 8, we have illustrated how the execution state of the case-handling process may be visualized in the simulator in the future.

The graph in the figure 6 shows the state after a run where the union started by creating a case: they edited meta-data, indicated the dates they were available and submitted. When LO received the case they assigned their own case ID to it. Some time later LO proposed possible dates for a meeting to DA. DA did not agree with these dates and responded by proposing some of their own. In the graph both Accept LO and Accept DA are included and have a pending response because both LO and DA have proposed dates. Because of these pending responses Hold meeting is disabled. Because no files have been uploaded to the document yet, Download is also disabled. The listing 3 shows the runtime information for the case handling process from the figure 6.

Listing 3. DCRG Runtime in Xml

```
<dcrg:runtime processInstanceId=""/>
<dcrg:executionTrace>4, 5, 4, 1, 2, 12, 15</dcrg:executionTrace>
<dcrg:currentState stateId="S6"/>
```
The graph in the figure. 7 shows the runtime state after the union has uploaded an agenda for the meetings. Note that, since the union has uploaded a file to the case, Download is now enabled. But at the same time, Accept LO and Accept DA still remain the same as the previous graph, as the proposed dates have not been accepted yet by either LO or DA.

Figure 7. Case Handling Process Runtime After Upload Document

Figure 8 shows the graph representing the state after LO has accepted one of the dates proposed by DA. Note that both Accept LO and Accept DA are excluded due to the mutual exclude relation between them. Even though there is a pending response on Accept DA, it is not considered relevant as it is excluded and Hold meeting has become pending because of the response relation. Continuing by executing Hold meeting as LO will cause the graph to reach an accepting state, as there will be no included pending responses.

V. COMPARISON TO OTHER APPROACHES

As already mentioned in the introduction, our approach is closely related to the work on DECLARE [27], [28]. In particular the condition and response relations are also considered in [27], [28], and we have used the same graphical notation as loc. cit. The crucial difference is that we focus on a few core constraints allowing to describe the state and operational semantics of processes as a labelled transitions between simple markings consisting of three sets of respectively executed, included and required events. As also pointed out in [27], [28], the generality of LTL offers much flexibility with respect to specifying execution constraints but makes it more complex to execute processes given in DECLARE and to describe and understand their run-time state. It typically requires a translation of the constraints to LTL and subsequent using the standard mapping of an LTL formula to a Büchi-automaton. In particular, there is no obvious way to trace the graphical constraints in DECLARE to the states of the Büchi-automaton. Moreover, we show in a follow up paper that every set of traces expressible in LTL (and thus DECLARE) can also be expressed using DCR Graphs.

We have shown in [18] it is possible, but much more complex to represent in LTL the interplay between dynamic inclusion/exclusion and the other relations. Neither this novel notion of dynamic inclusion/exclusion relations nor nesting are considered in [27], [28].

The DCR Graphs model also relates to the independent work on the Guard-Stage-Milestone model [15] by Hull et al presented as an invited talk at the WS-FM 2010 workshop and part of the work on artifact-centric business processes [2], [5], [7].

Finally, BPMN 2.0 includes the ad-hoc sub-process activity which allows one to group a set of activities that can be carried out in an ad-hoc way. Fig. 9 below shows how one may attempt to describe the top level requirements described in Fig. 1 as a BPMN 2.0 ad-hoc sub-activity. According to the informal description of BPMN 2.0 ad-hoc sub-process activity in the current BPMN 2.0 specification ([19]) Create case is a condition for Manage case since the latter cannot start without the data object case as input, which is produced
by the former. Moreover, quoting from the specification, the sequence flow between Create case and Arrange meeting (and similarly between Arrange meeting and Hold meeting): “creates a dependency where the performance of the first Task MUST be followed by a performance of the second Task. This does not mean that the second Task is to be performed immediately, but that there MUST be a performance of the second task after the performance of the first Task.”. This seems exactly to correspond to the response relation in DCR Graphs. However, when reading the semantics section of the specification ([19], Sec.13.2.5, 445-446) it appears that the sequence flow introduces just a standard precondition. Thus, the specification is not consistent in the description of the sequence flow between ad-hoc sub-activities, nor how to specify that an activity within an ad-hoc sub-activity only can be executed once. In particular, Create case can be executed any number of times in the above process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our case study showed that the DCR Graphs model is well suited to give a global description of the temporal constraints between the individual tasks which is helpful in capturing the requirements of the overall system.

However, there are still many points for future developments.

First of all there is the need to extend the expressiveness of DCR Graphs. In the ongoing PhD project of the second author we intend to extend the DCR Graphs model to be able to express relevant features such as multi-instance subgraphs (allowing the dynamic creation of sub-graphs representing dynamic sub process instantiation), time, exceptions and data. Along with this we intend to continue developing the technology for model checking and run time verification and apply it within case studies.

Second, our industrial partner Resultmaker who already use a declarative process model based on the primitives in the DCR Graphs model expects to investigate the use of the formalization to support safe dynamic changes to the process constraints at run time.

Thirdly, the DCR Graphs model presently describe a global view of the process. Through our discussions with Exformatics during the case study we identified the wish to be able to automatically synthesize distributed views of the process. In particular, they wanted to be able to derive descriptions of communication protocols and message exchange between the individual local components in a distributed implementation of the system.

Derivations of descriptions of communication protocols between local components from a global model has been researched for the imperative choreography language WS-CDL in the work on structured communication-centred programming for web services by Carbone, Honda and Yoshida [4]. Put briefly, the work formalizes the core of WS-CDL as the global process calculus and define a formal theory of end point projections projecting the global process calculus to abstract descriptions of the behavior of each of the local “end-points” given as pi-calculus processes typed with session types.

We are currently working on the challenge of synthesizing a distributed view of a DCR Graph as a set of interacting DCR Graphs, thus providing a declarative notion of end-point projections. As a challenge for future work we propose to provide a formal map between DCR Graphs and imperative choreographies formalized in the global process calculus [4].
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Figure 9. BPMN 2.0 ad-hoc sub-process activity


